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Dedicated to Professor Walter Noll on the occasion of his retirement from teaching. 

Abstract. - An invariance argument is presented that yields the constitutive splitting of the total 
energy into an internal and a kinetic part, as well as a representation of the latter and the 
inertial forces in terms of one and the same mass tensor. 

Introduction. 

!-1. The physical  content o f  an anx iomat ic  scheme. 

As Hilbert put it almost a century ago, ,those disciplines of physics in which 
mathematics already plays a prominent role---such as mechanics, he exempli- 
fled--should be treated axiomatically, ,following the model of geometry,.  No matter 
how farsighted Hilbert, and how appropriate then and today his assignment to the lo- 
gician, the physicist, and the mathematician, the way Hilbert's incitation is expressed 
may induce the scientific layman to believe that the moment of axiomatics comes 
when a discipline is, if not a dead subject, at least remarkably ripe, a substantial body 
of problems having been solved, a host of conjectured theorems somehow and to some 
extent proved, and the foundations already made sufficiently clear; so that to an ax- 
iomatization pertain the values of consistency, order and clarity, but scarce or null 
predictive value. It is not so. Two axiomatic schemes leading to the same list of basic 
theorems are not necessarily equivalent, apart for differences that are at bottom a 
matter of taste: they may very well have markedly different predictive power, when 
their format is used as a guidance to fill the gaps that sometimes analogy and imagi- 
nation leave open in the process of generalizing an existing branch of the theory, or 
creating a new one. Ultimately, the physical content of an axiomatic scheme resides in 

(*) Entrata in Redazione il 9 gennaio 1995. 
Indirizzo dell'A.: Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile, Universit~ di Roma ,,Tor Vergata,, 

00133 Roma, Italy. 
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its discovery potential, and is measured by its persistence in form when a broader or 
new theory is aimed at. 

To substantiate this claim it is worth recalling a lucid passage of WILLIAMS [1991]. 
,,The success of its standard models ... has served to obscure the limitations of the 
standard format of continuum mechanics-, writes WILLIAMS. He then goes on and 
briefly describes continuum models, such as those for liquid crystals, that do not fall 
within the standard format: ~,For such cases it is necessary to introduce further kine- 
matic descriptors .... ; but, he continues, ,~... the problem remains of deciding exactly 
how the new kinematic descriptor should be matched by a force ..., of deducing the 
form for new balance equations which are to serve as a basis for equations of evolution 
of this descriptor, and of deciding how to interpret these new force and kinematic 
terms in whatever real or thought experiments have been used to motivate the new 
theory. This is the crux of the problem .... What is needed is to have a general rule, 
based on accepted physical principles, which will guide the formulation in each in- 
stance. This s u m m u m  bonum has not yet appeared in the literature ...,. 

I here suggest that such s u m m u m  bonum may be found in certain slight changes 
of axiomatic format. Indeed, recent advances in old and new continuum theories of 
mechanical behaviour (such as the theory of continua with microstructure referred to 
by WILLIAMS, and the theory of materials which change phase at an interface), and es- 
pecially some far-from-trivial formulation problems that are encountered in develop- 
ing those theories, have revived the interest in the foundations of continuum mechan- 
ics: it would seem that only in a return to scrutinizing the classic axiomatic structure 
may one find inspiration for generalizations apt to encompass the new, nonclassical 
features one aims to model. 

I-2. Invariance formats  for  con t inuum theories. 

The paths of axiomatics are steep and perilous: they should not be undertaken 
without a trustworthy guide. This guide I find in the papers of NOLL, GREEN and 
RIVLIN, SILHAVY and SERRIN, whose contents I now summarize briefly. 

The fundamental balance laws of continuum mechanics are the balances of force 
and of torque, and the balance of heat and work. As is done in SERRIN [1990], I provi- 
sionally lay down the following semi-verbal version of these relations: 

(I.1)1 (translational m o m e n t u m )  = force (1), 

(I.1)2 (rotational momentum)" = torque ; 

(I.2) (energy) = heat + work .  

The balance laws are of course a little sybilline in this form, and yet their evolutionary 

(i) In this paper both superscript and superposed dots denote time differentiation. 
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nature is already partially disclosed. Although the expressions of the momenta are 
not declared, it seems legitimate to infer from (I.1)1, say, that one of the two standard 
additive splittings has been accepted, of the total force into a noninertial part (on the 
right side of (I.1)1) and an inertial part ( - ( t r ans la t iona l  momentum)',  a sort of 
D'Alembertian acceleration force). However, the other standard splitting, of the total 
energy into internal and kinetic parts, is HOt displayed. 

A reductio ad u n u m  of relations (I.1) has been first carried out by NOEL [1963], in 
1959; in his words, he showed that they follow from an ,(... axiome d'objectivit4 qui de- 
mande l'invariance du travail par changement de rep~re arbitraire,. Similar results 
were obtained by GREEN and RIVLIN [1964a], who postulated the invariance under 
superposed rigid motions of a specific version of (I.2), where energy has been addi- 
tively splitted and the mass density of kinetic energy given the standard quadratic 
form in the velocity; besides force and torque balances, they derived the conservation 
equation of mass d), an axiom in NOLL'S approach. 

For easier reference I call mechanical an axiomatic approach postulating invari- 
ance of power(S), such that as Noll's; and thermodynamical an approach of Green and 
Rivlin's type, where heat is the primitive concept whose invariance is postulated, and 
a balance law such as (I.2) involving a concept of energy (the First Law of thermody- 
namics) is posited as the starting point (4). Remarkably, both the mechanical and the 
thermodynamical approach to axiomatics lead to what I call an invariance format for 
continuum mechanics, since they both regard as fundamental a postulated set of 
group-invariance properties of certain physically meaningful mathematical objects. 
As is often pointed out, a declaration of invariance formalizes the prejudice that the 

(2) In a note appended to their paper, GREEN and RIVLIN acknowledge discussions with P. M. 
NAGHDI on this point. On this part, NAGHDI [1972, ftn. in p. 490] justly credits ERICKSEN [1961] 
for ..... the idea ... of obtaining the conservation laws from the balance of energy and the invari- 
ance requirements under superposed rigid body motions ..... (this remark of NAGHDI is recalled 
in [SIMO and MARSDEN 1984]). 

(3) To SERRIN'S ,,work,, (cf. relation (I.2)), or ,,working,,, and NOLL'S ~,travall,, (cf. the quota- 
tion just above) I prefer the term ,power,,. 

(4) NOEL has completed and clarified his approach ina few other papers (i) The foundations of 
classical mechanics in the light of recent advances in continuum mechanics, pp. 266-281 of The 
Axiomatic Method, with Special Reference to Geometry and Physics, North-Holland, 1959; 
ii) Euclidean geometry and Minkowskian chronometry, American Math. Month., 71 (1964), 
pp. 129-144; iii) Lectures on the foundations of continuum mechanics and thermodynamics, Ar- 
ch. Rational Mech. Anal., 52 (1973), pp. 62-92), all of them reprinted in [NOEL 1974]. A full-fledged 
presentation of the axiomatic scheme originated by NOLL is given in [TRUESDELL 1991]; the rela- 
tions between the mechanical and the thermodynamical approaches are discussed in [MARSDEN 
and HUGHES 1983], pp. 145-153; in both [TRUESDELL 1991] and [MARSDEN and HUGHES 1983] ad- 
ditional references to the ones given here may be found. GURTIN and WILLIAMS [1971] have gene- 
ralized the thermodynamical approach to cover cases when the internal energy is not additive be- 
cause of the presence of mutual body forces and internal radiation. BEATTY [1967] has extended 
Noll's method, and GREEN and RIVLIN [1964b] have extended theirs, so as to cover polar 
media. 
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basic internal consistency a theory should have is consistency with the geometry of 
the underlying space-time structure: e.g., Noll's invariance of power under the group 
action of space-time isometries exploits the Cartesian structure of the nonrelativistic 
event world of classical mechanics. 

The thermodynamical approach has been recently implemented by SILHAVY 
[1989] (5), who has found a way to derive from invariance requirements the classical 
expression for the translational momentum, and therefore to let mass density emerge 
as a derived concept; and who has justified the classical energy splitting by showing 
that, if the (volume density of) internal energy is defined to be the total energy minus 
the standard quadratic kinetic energy, then the internal energy has an invariant time 
rate (s). ~ilhav:~'s results depend on a technical assumption that is physically well-mo- 
tivated, namely, that the total energy be bounded below. Moreover, his invariance no- 
tion is more stringent than NOLL'S; in particular, he introduces, and cleverly uses, in- 
variance under cyclic observer changes (7). 

Prompted by the work of SILHAV~, SERRIN [1990, 1991, 1992] has developed a 
somewhat different axiomatic approach of the thermodynamical type, through which 
energy splitting continues to be achievable. A major contribution of SERI~IN is his 
idea of splitting the body force additively into a work effective part generally expend- 
ing power in a motion, and a powerless Coriolis part; both parts appear in Serrin's 
version of the balance equation of translational momentum, but of course only the 
work effective part enters into the energy balance; in other words, for SERRIN a body 
force field may be regarded as an equivalence class of force fields, all of which expend 
the same power in any given motion. 

I-3. Consistent choices of inertial objects. 

The inertial objects of standard continuum mechanics are the (translational and 
rotational) momentum and the kinetic energy. In my view, both concepts--and not 
the momentum concept alone--have been developed to account for the interactions of 
bodies in our world W and the totality of bodies in W e, the rest of the universe. To ob- 
viate the impossible task of determining those interactions, one assumes that W e con- 
tributes to, say, the force balance of each part $ of a body ~ e W through inertial 
forces, and to the heat-and-work balance through kinetic energy; precisely, one ac- 
cepts an augmented version of Noll's postulat d'inertie [1963], and stipulates that the 

(5) SILHAVY acknowledges his reading of an unpublished essay of SERRIN [1974]. Vid. also 
[SILHAVY 1987, 1992]. 

(s) In a letter dated 5 May 1993, R. FOSDICK kindly informs me that he and E. DUNN has con- 
sidered, in his words, ,,the quadratic splitting question,, for the total energy as early as in 1969; 
and that their research work on the subject has not been completed yet. 

(7) AS SILHAVY remarks, the concept of cyclic observer changes ..... corresponds to the under- 
lying concept of a cyclic process, central to the foundations of thermodynamics-. I find this ano- 
ther good reason to term thermodynamical his type of approach to axiomatics. 
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action of ~ e  on ~ is manifested in the force balance by a force term equal to minus the 
rate of change of momentum: 

(j) (I.3)1 - v d m  , ~ r ~ ; 

and in the heat-and-work balance by a power term equal to minus the rate of change 
of kinetic energy: 

1 " _(j , 
where v is the velocity in a Galilean frame, and m is the mass measure on ~. 

As the discussion suggests, this postulate has an inherent const i tu t ive  nature (s); 
it does yield an interpretation of the force in the right side of (I.1)1 as the mechanical 
action extended on a given body by the other bodies in ~ ;  however, the remarkable 
symmetry in the roles of the inertial objects in the basic balance laws is incomplete 
because, as the creators of thermodynamics realized, while the momentum rate is 
enough to balance forces, there is a need for a concept of i n t e rna l  energy  to balance 
heat and work. Indeed, relation (I.2) may be legitimately interpreted in two ways, de- 
pending on the significations attached to the terms , , energy ,  and ,,work< either ,,en- 

ergy,  is total (internal plus kinetic) energy and ,,work~ is power of noninertial me- 
chanical agencies: 

(I.4) (total e n e r g y )  = heat  + non ine r t i a l  p o w e r ;  

or ,,energy, is internal energy and ,,work~ is total (inertial plus nonintertial) 
power: 

(I.5) ( in t e rna l  energy)" = heat  + total p o w e r  ; 

(eft, e.g., GURTIN and WILLIAMS 1971]). These two interpretations are consistent if 

(I.6) (k inet ic  e n e r g y )  + iner t ia l  p o w e r  = O. 

In Appendix A-2 I shall discuss briefly the implications of postulating a relation of 
type (I.6) as an additional balance law in a theory otherwise based only on force and 
torque balances. I believe that the success of standard continuum thermomechanics as 
a predictive science depends crucially on the mutual consistency of the classical ex- 
pressions of momentum and kinetic energy in the sense of (I.6). The question arise as 
to whether it is possible to find a rationale for such consistency that would allow to 
deduce one expression from the other, to identify the internal part of the energy, and 
ultimately to build up consistent, more general theories. The importance of the works 

(s) ,,La loi d'inertie est regard~e comme un postulat constitutif. [NOLL 1963]. 
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of SILHAVY and SERRIN is that they give convincing answers to such questions; I here 
try to give answers similar to, but different from theirs. 

I-4. Summary of results. 

My main motivation for reverting to axiomatics came from my long-standing in- 
terest in the problem of choosing the inertial terms in the balance equations for mi- 
crostructured continua (9). My present purpose is to sketch an invariance format for 
the ,(unstructured, continuum of Cauchy that differs slightly from the standard one 
such as NOLL, SILHAVY and SERRIN, have shaped it, and is susceptible to extension to 
various ((structured, continuum theories. In laying down an axiomatic framework 
choices must be made that are a matter of substance, and choices that are a matter of 
taste. In this paper I do not attempt a great deal of generality, but rather work from 
the familiar model of Cauchy in order to bring into light the features of a format 
where the main mechanical object is power and the main tool is Galilean invariance. 

In Section 1, a deduction of the general balance laws of force and torque is given, 
as consequences of the invariance of power. Concepts peculiar of thermodynamics, 
such as heat and entropy, as well as the balance and inbalance laws that involve them, 
are extraneous to a mechanical approach, and hence need not be formally introduced 
in this paper. However, the concept of energy somehow bridges between mechanics 
and thermodynamics, in that it belongs to both; moreover, a dissipation principle 
proves useful also in purely mechanical theories, in that it restricts the class of possi- 
ble process whether by ruling out certain constitutive assumptions or by selecting 
among possible evolutions. Therefore, in Appendix A-1 I discuss shortly the interpre- 
tation of a dissipation inequality in purely mechanical circumstances, within the 
framework of the thermomechanics of Cauchy continua. Nothing in this appendix nor 
in Section 1 will be of any surprise to anyone conversant in continuum mechanics, 
even though a few small deviations from other presentations of the subject will be no- 
ticed. The lines of reasoning sketched in the second and third sections is instead es- 
sentially new, although there are proximities and resemblances with the cited works 
of SILHAVY and SERRIN on the same general theme. 

In section 2, I introduce the Inertia Postulate, i.e., the assertion that the power of 
inertial force depend linearly on the velocity. This postulate is somehow implicit in 
SERRIN'S splitting of the body force; it does not consist in a specific representation of 
the inertial force, but rather in a partial representation of its power; however, it im- 
plies that the inertial force b(i~)(0, v), here regarded as a constitutive quantity de- 
pending on the state 0 and the velocity v, is the sum of two parts, one of which, the 
D'Alembert part b0 (0), actually determines the inertial power, whereas the other, the 
Coriolis part B(O, v)v, with B(O,~ v) a skew tensor, is powerless. Such a representa- 

(9) Yid. [CAPRIZ, PODIO-GUIDUGLI and WILLIAMS 1982] and the literature quoted the- 
rein. 
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tion result opens the way to the usual <<hyperbolic, evolution regime, as well as to less 
usual, but in principle not less interesting ,parabolic, evolutions: as discussed at the 
end of Section 3, for an ordinary Cauehy continuum hyperbolic evolution follows if one 
chooses bo(O)= -~i~, B(O, v ) -  O, with ~ > 0 the current mass density, so that the 
momentum and the kinetic energy take the standard forms they have in (I.3); where- 
as parabolic evolution would correspond to bo(O) - O, B(O, v) - const, and identically 
null kinetic energy, the strange Case of a Cauchy continuum whose inertia is so to 
speak latent. 

The possible forms of the D'Alembert part of the inertial force are among the con- 
tents of the Energy Splitting Theorem, established in Section 3. In an attempt to min- 
imize my anticipation of the desired results, I there choose to rely on the postulated 
Galilean invariance of a construct that I call the internal power, and I define to be the 
inertial power plus the rate of change of the total energy. This assumption seems to 
me rather mild, essentially for two reasons: first, because asking invarianee of the in- 
ternal power allows for an additive compensation of the effects of an observer change 
on the energy rate and the inertial power; secondly, because Galilean invariance is the 
least stringent of all invariance requirements. Under this assumption, I show that the 
energy density if0, v) splits additively into a part e(0) independent of the velocity v, 
interpreted as the density of internal energy; and a kinetic energy density ~ v )  = 
= (1 /2)My.v ,  ruled by a symmetric mass tensor M that both satisfies the conservation 
law 

(1.7) /~/+ (divv)M = 0 

and determines the D'Alembert part of the inertial force as follows: bo(O) = -MiJ .  In 
addition, since it turns out that the time rate of the internal energy equals the inter- 
nal power, I achieve an a posteriori interpretation of the latter (Corollary 1 of the En- 
ergy Splitting Theorem). Finally (Corollary 2), I show that internal energy and mass 
tensor share the sign definiteness of the total energy, if any: e.g., the internal energy 
is positive valued and the mass tensor is positive definite if (and only if) the energy is 
bounded away from zero. 

1. - The invariance o f  power and the  general  balance  laws. 

This section is meant to cover quickly certain preliminaries that I find either in- 
evitable or convenient to sketch the nonstandard parts of an invariance format for or- 
dinary continuum mechanics. For this reason, in general in this paper, and especially 
so in this section, I shall use freely many technical terms, such as continuous body, de- 
formation, force system, etc., that otherwise would need careful introduction, how- 
ever, I shall not depart from the standard acceptation of those terms, as is found, e.g., 
in GURTIN [1981]. 

Let ~ denote a continuous body; let {ft It e R} be a motion of ~, i.e., a one-par- 
ameter family of deformations ft of ~; and let St =f t (~)  be the space region, with 
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boundary aSt, occupied by a part 8' of ~ at time t. The power expended on 8' during a 
motion by a force system (s, b) for ~ is a linear form in the velocity v: 

(1.1) /-/($; s, b)[v]:= ~ s .v  + I b .v ,  

where s is the surface force (the surface density of contact forces exerted on a~t by its 
exterior), and b is the body force (the volume density of all forces at a distance on 8't). 
A definition of expended power is the keystone in the construction of a mechanical 
theory, because it makes explicit our prejudices about the basic mechanical duality 
between kinematical and dynamical variables: with Newtonian terminology, between 
fluxes and forces, such as, respectively, v and (s, b) in (1.1). In particular, the general 
balance laws for ~ follows from an assumption of invariance of power under the ac- 
tion of a group. 

Let Rot and Skw denote, respectively, the collection of all rotations and the collec- 
tion of all skew tensors. Two motions {ft{t e R}, {ft + {t e R} of ~ are related by an 
observer change that leaves ~ fixed at time to if there is a space isometry qt, 
with 

(1.2)1 
+ = q t ( x )  = qo(t) + Qo(t)(x - o), Qo(t) ~ Rot, 

qo(to) = o, Qo(to) = I(1~ 

such that 

(1.2)2 f t + = qt ~ 

An observer change of type (1.2) is Galilean whenever 

(1.3) (~o (t) ~ Wo, Qo (t) - 0; 

and is Leibnizian whenever 

(1.4) g0(t) -= o, Qo(t)Q~(t) = Woe Skw(n) .  

A force system in G-inva~ant if 

(s+, b § = (s, b) 

for all Galilean observer changes. In the last relation, s § and s are to be understood as 
the fields over ~ associated with the contact force at time to during two motions 
{ft + {t e R} and {ft It e R} related by an observer change that leaves ~ fixed at time 

(lo) Here o is an orbitrarily chosen origin for position vectors (x - o) of space points, and I is 
the identity tensor. 

(11) A superscript T denotes transposition. 
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to ; the same notational convention is used here for body forces, and later on for other 
observables, such as the velocity. 

INVARIANCE-BALANCE THEOREM. - Part I. Consider a body t~ in motion under 
the action of a G-invariant force system (s, b). Then, the expended power is 
G-invariant: 

(1.5) H(tP; s +, b + )[v + ] = H(2 ;  s, b)[v], ~ c t~, 

for all Galilean observer changes, i f  and only if the force system is balanced: 

(1.6) f s+ ]b=O,  ~ c ~ .  

amt ~t 

Cauchy's hypothesis that  the contact force density on an oriented surface 8 in ~t 
depend on 8 only through the normal n to 8 itself implies that  there is a spatial tensor 
field, the Cauchy stress T, such that 

(1.7) s = Tn, b = - div T,  

for each balanced force system (s, b). With (1.7), an integration by parts allows us to 
give (1.1) the form 

(1.8) /-/(8'; s, b)[v] = f T . g r a d v  ; 

mt 

we call 

(1.9) H(~)(2)[v] := I T'gradv 
ST 

the stress power of the body par t  ~(12). 

INVARIANCE-BALANCE THEOREM. - Part H. Consider a Cauchy body ~ in motion 
under the action of a G-invariant, balanced force system (s, b). Then, the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(12) This terminology is easily motivated ff one observes that 

(.) f T.gradv= I Tn.v+ f(-divT).v,  
mt 9mr mt 

and compares (1.9) with (1.1) in the light of (o) and (1.7). 
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(i) the stress power is L-invariant: 

(1.10) H (~) (2)[v + ] = H (~) ($)[v], $ r ~ ,  

for all Leibnizian observer changes; 

(ii) the force system is rotationally balanced: 

(1.11) I ( x - o )  x s +  I ( x - o )  x b = O ,  ~r 

(iii) the Cauchy stress field is symmetric-valued: 

(1.12) T e Sym. 

Equations (1.6) and (1.11), as well as equations (1.7)2 and (1.12), are statements of 
the general balance laws common to all Cauchy continua. These laws are the first 
products of the present axiomatic construction of an invariance format by way of an 
approach which is, in the sense of Subsection I-2, mechanical. This construction will 
be completed in the next two sections, where the notions of inertial power (Section 2) 
and internal power (Section 3) are formally introduced(iS). 

2. - T h e  i n e r t i a  p o s t u l a t e .  

I now split the body force into noninertial and inertial parts, denoted by, respect- 
ively, b (~i) and b(i~): 

(2.1) b = b (~i) + b (i~) . 

Here the body force's qualifiers simply allude to the classical interpretations recalled 
in Subsection I-3; at this stage, the additive decomposition (2.1) is best seen as a for- 
mal precondition to giving the balance equation (1.7)2 the form of an evolution equa- 
tion for ~. From (2.1) a corresponding splitting of the expended power ensues, 
with 

(2.2) i s v + I 
axt ~t 

the noninertial power, and with 

(2.3) /-/(is) (~)[v] := I b(in)'v 

the inertial power. 

(13) The position of a purely mechanical theory with respect to the more encompassing ther- 
modynamical theory of Cauchy continua is discussed at some length in Appendix A-1. 
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When the inertial force is given by Newtonian expression: 

(2.4) b (is) = _ Q~), 

with Q > 0 the current mass density, the evolutionary nature of equation (1.7)2 be- 
comes explicit. Recall that the mass of the body g8 is conserved if 

P($)  = f Q' 

the mass of the body part $, is constant in time for all 8' r ~3; local statements of mass 
conservation are: 

(2.5) ~ = 0, ~ = (detF)Q,  

with ~ the referential mass density and F the deformation gradient, and 

(2.6) ~ + (divv)Q = 0(14). 

If one takes the mass concept as primitive, and assumes that mass is conserved, as 
NOLL did in [1963], then (2.3) is equivalent to (I.3)~. In the next section I shall derive, 
rather than presume, a tensorial notion of mass distribution that generalizes the no- 
tion of mass density; and I shall obtain, rather than postulate, a conservations law 
that generalizes (2.5), as well as an expression of the inertial force that generalizes 
(2.4). Here I partially specify the form of the inertial power for Cauchy continua 
through a postulate much weaker than (I.3)1. 

Just as any other constitutive quantity (stress, internal energy, kinetic energy .... ), 
I presume the inertial force b (i~) to depend on a pair (0, v), where the state 0 is a 
G-invariant list of variables with G-invariant time derivative. 

State variables may vary from a constitutive theory to another; however, accord- 
ing to the principle of  equipresence, <<... which forbids the theorist from choosing inde- 
pendent variables by caprice, [TRUESDELL 1984, Lecture 1], all constitutive quanti- 
ties of a given theory should provisionally be let to depend on one comprehensive list 
of state variables. Hence, for Cauchy continua I let 0 include ~5, in anticipation of the 
desired result that the inertial force depend precisely on ~5. 

Both to open the way to constitutive theory and to encompass interesting phe- 
nomenologies, the geometry of the state space should allow for <<sufficiently free, lo- 
cal continuation of each path in the space. To avoid technical complications, I here 
take the states to be points of some open subset of R k, for some integer k t> 1, and 
presume that, for each pair (0, 0), there are a state path t ~ O(t) and a time to such 

(24) Here F = ~radft, with ~rad the referential gradient operator, not to be confused with 
grad, the spatial gradient. That (2.5) can be given the form (2.6) follows from a well-known formu- 
la of Euler: (detF)" = (divv)(detF). 
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that O(to) = 0 and 0(t0) = 0. Thus, for Cauchy continua the list 0 might include, in ad- 
dition to acceleration ~), other higher time derivatives of the velocity, but not 43", be- 
cause otherwise, given 0, one could not pick 0 at will (1~). 

For definiteness, it may be useful to think of 0 as the list (F, ~], g, ~)): the first 
three state variables (beside deformation gradient, the specific entropy ~] and the 
temperature gradient g, so that k = 16) are those chosen by COLEMAN and 
NOLL [1963] to describe the thermodynamics of elastic materials with heat conduction 
and viscosity. In that classical paper, the application of the Clausius-Duhem's dissipa- 
tion inequality to fred restrictions on the response functions--a procedure that was 
going to be used and abused since then for whatever continuum theories--was intro- 
duced and most conveniently demonstrated in a case sufficiently interesting per se, 
employed as a vehicle. Quite similarly, my present intention is to suggest that the line 
of reasoning I propose to solve the representation problem of inertial terms for 
Cauchy continua of, say, the COLEMAN and NOLL'S type may be applied to more gener- 
al material systems. 

I then consider here a Cauchy constitutive class consisting of those (uncon- 
strained, single-phase) continuous bodies for which, as stipulated in the previous 
section, 

(i) the force system is resolved into contact forces with a surface density and 
body forces with a volume density; 

(ii) the specific contact force at a point of a material surface depend on the local 
configuration only through the normal to the  surface; 

and, moreover, 

(iii) the specific body force at a point consists of noninertial and inertial parts; 
while the noninertial body force accounts for the interactions of the given body with 
all other bodies in a given world, the inertial part accounts for the interactions with 
the indistinct multiplicity of bodies in the external world, and is characterized by the 
following 

(15) Technical complications, and broader scope, occur when the state space has to be endo- 
wed with a nontrivial geometrical structure: e.g., in the order of increasing difficulty, (a) when 
one postulates a specific representations for the admissible motions, perhaps under form of a 
pointwise internal constraint (vid., e.g., GURTIN and PODIO-GUIDUGLI [1973]); (b) when the local 
microstructure calls for additional kinematical descriptors (recall the quotation from WIL- 
LIAMS [1991] in Subsection I-1) that live on a finite-dimensional non-Euclidean manifold (rid. CA- 
PRIZ and PODIO-GUIDUGLI [1983]); (c) when one cannot cursorily assume that the time rate of a 
<,naturab, state variable be freely assignable at a point of a state path (an example of such a candi- 
date state variable is the plastic deformation in phenomenological theories of inelastic behavior 
(vid. LUCCHESI, OWEN and PODIO-GUIDUGLI [1992]). 
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INERTIA POSTULATE. - The inertial power be linear in the velocity: 

(2.7) b(in)(O, v) .v  = bo(O)'v , 

for all (0, v) pairs. 

It is not difficult to see that (2.7) is equivalent to a representation formula for b (i~), 
namely, 

(2.8) b(i~)(O, v) = bo(O) + B(O, v)v ,  B(O, v) e Skw,  

with bo(O) = b(i~)(O, 0). I propose to call bo the D'Alembert part of the inertial force, 
and to call the remaining, powerless term the Coriolis part [SERRIN 1991]. 

3. - T h e  e n e r g y  s p l i t t i n g  t h e o r e m .  

As a further ingredient of the axiomatic format under construction, I now intro- 
duce a notion of (total) energy 

(3.1) tr(~) = ~ v 

3t 

of a body part as primitive, and define the internal power 

(3.2) A(~) = [ a 

to be the rate of change of the energy plus the inertial power (2.3): 

(3.3) A(~) := ~($) + II(in)(~). 

My next theorem, the main result of this paper, yields the resolution 

(3.4) IP(~) = E(S) + K($) 

of the energy into an internal and a kinetical part, as well as the classical expressions 
of inertial force and kinetic energy, as consequences of the linearity of the inertial 
power and the Galilean invariance of the internal power; in addition, since it turns out 
that 

(3.5) A(2') = E($) ,  

the internal power A($) is effortlessly interpreted as the rate of change of internal 
energy in the body part :?. 

ENERGY SPLITTING THEOREM. - Let the Inertia Postulate hold. Moreover, let the 
internal power be G-invariant: 

(3.6) a + = a ,  
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for all Galilean observer changes. Then, the energy ~ and the inertial force b (in) have 
consistent representations parametrized by 

(i) the mass tensor, a symmetric tensor M, independent of (0, v) and obeying 
the conservation law 

(3.7) ( (detF)  M)" = 0 ; 

(ii) the internal energy s(0), a scalar-valued mapping defined over the state 
space. 

These representations are: 

(3.8) 
1 v(O, v) = ~(0) + = v . M v ,  

(3.9) b(i~)(O,v) = - M i ~ + B ( O , v ) v ,  B(O,v) e S k w .  

COROLLARY 1. - Under the hypotheses of the Energy Splitting Theorem~ the inter- 
nal power has the representation 

(3.10) a = ~. 

COROLLARY 2. - Let the energy be positively bounded below: 

(3.11) v(0, v) > 0, 

for all (0, v) pairs. Then, the mass tensor is positive definite and the internal energy 
is positive valued. 

PROOF. - In the following, I shall omit the argument  0 whenever it seems safe to 
leave a possible dependence on 0 tacit. Define 

~ :=  (de tF)  v, ~ : =  (de tF)  a, bo := (de tF)  b0, 

and recall (2.7) and (3.1)-(3.3) to write the referential density of the internal power in 
the form 

(3.12) a = ~ + b0"v. 

It  follows from (3.12) and assumption (3.6) that, for any choice of a vector w, 

(3.13) [~o(0, v + w) - ~e(0, v)]~) + [ ~ ( 0 ,  v + w) - Vv(O, v)].~) + bo(O)'w = O. 

Differentiating this with respect to w, one gets 

(3.14) u  v + w)0  + ~ ( 0 ,  v + w)~) + b0(0) = 0, 
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for all w; hence, for v = - w ,  

(3.15) iov(0, 0)0 + ~ ( 0 ,  0)~) + bo(0) = O. 

Subtracting (3.15) from (3.14), and invoking the arbitrariness of 0, one has that there 
is a vector-valued mapping k(v) such that 

(3.16) ~ ( 0 ,  v) = k(v) ,  

and that, moreover, 

[kv(v + w) - kv(0)]r = 0. 

Since ~) can now be arbitrarily chosen, it follows from the last relation that there is a 
symmetric tensor M such that 

m 

(3.17) k(v) = M v ,  M = const. 

If one sets 

M = ( d e t F ) M ,  

the conservation law (3.7) follows from (3.17)2. Moreover, with (3.17)1, integration of 
(3.16) gives 

(3.18) 
_ _  

3(0, v) = ~(0) + - ~ v . M v ,  

a relation that, with 

= (det F) 6, 

yields the energy representation (3.8). Finally, with the use of (2.8), relation (3.18) 
also yields the representation (3.9) for the inertial force, and the proof of the theorem 
is complete. 

The representation for the internal power given in the first corollary is a straight- 
forward consequence of the definition and the expressions just established for the en- 
ergy and the inertial force. The assertion of the second corollary is an equally 
straightforward consequence of the energy representation and the positivity hypoth- 
esis (3.11). �9 

Thus, under the assumptions, the energy must split into a term s(O) interpreted as 
the internal energy, plus the kinetic energy term (1 /2 )v .Kv ;  a few final comments 
may help to put this splitting into proper perspective. 

On recalling that the list of state variables 0 customarily includes ~) (e.g., 0 = 
= (F, ~], g, r for the elastic materials with heat conduction and viscosity studied by 
COLEMAN and NOLL [1963]), one may feel somewhat uncomfortable with an internal 
energy that depends on acceleration. Actually, any Second Law would rule out such 
dependence at once; in my view of the constitutive theory of Cauchy continua, the 
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Energy Splitting Theorem precedes, but does not preclude, the use of a dissipation 
principle (16). 

A major result in the theorem is that the kinetic energy and the work effective in- 
ertial force are given consistent representations based on one and the same mass ten- 
sor M describing the local amount and spatial organization of matter (17). The assump- 
tions are too weak to imply that M is positive, let alone that M = QI, • > 0; the latter 
must be regarded as additional constitutive prescriptions (one may or may not wish to 
prescribe that matter be isotropically organized in space and that energy be positive- 
ly bounded below). Inasmuch as M generalizes the standard choices, the correspond- 
ing representations for the kinetic energy and the work effective inertial force gener- 
alize the classical Newtonian representations (1/2)~v.v and - ~ ) .  

The powerless addendum B(O, v)v in the expression of the inertial force has been 
identified already with the Coriolis part of the body force introduced SERRIN in [1990, 
1991]. Suppose that the hypothesis of Corollary 2 were weakened to 

3(0, v) ~> 0, 

for all (0, v) pairs. Then, e(0) would turn out to be a mapping with nonnegative 
values, and M a nonnegative tensor; the constitutive choice of a parabolic evolution 
regime would become possible, for M = 0 and B(O, v) a constant skew tensor. Such a 
situation of latent inertial structure has no clear interest for a Cauchy continuum. 
Not so for deformable bodies exhibiting ferromagnetoelastic interactions: in that con- 
tinuum theory, the evolution equation for the fine structure variable, the magnetiza- 
tion vector, is indeed parabolic; as an extension of the present framework allows to 
explain (cf. DESIMONE and PODIO-GUIDUGLI [1996]), the only inertia associated with 
magnetization is latent. I believe that the example of ferromagnetic solids nicely 
demonstrates the discovery potential and the robustness of the axiomatic format here 
sketched for Cauchy continua. 

Appendix. 

A-1. Internal dissipation in purely mechanical circumstances. 

Care is required to assess the position of a purely mechanical theory with respect 
to a more general theory of thermomechanical transformations. Such care is dis- 
played, e.g., in Section 82 of TRUESDELL and NOEL [1965], where the constitutive the- 
ory of hyperelastic materials is shown to have various possible interpretations: as the 
theory of perfect materials in any motion at uniform temperature or at uniform spe- 

(16) The forms that such a principle may take in a purely mechanical theory of Cauchy conti- 
nua are briefly considered in Appendix A-1. 

(17) Vid. Appendix A-2 for a different derivation of the same representations. 
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cific entropy (is), as the theory of simple materials in thermal equilibrium at uniform 
temperature or at uniform specific entropy; and more. This example suggests that, in 
all cases, the intended purely mechanical theory results from the designed thermome- 
chanical theory v/a specific restriction of the class of admissible processes; the pro- 
cess class is further thinned by the dissipation principle that the purely mechanical 
theory inherits from the parent theory. What interests me here is to, indicate the form 
of such an inherited principle for Cauchy continua; in particular, how it relates the no- 
tion of stress prower to the notion(s) of energy. My intention is both to complete the 
quick exposition of the basic concepts and principles for Cauchy continua given in 
Section 1 and to allow for a few comments that justify and somehow broaden the 
scope of certain developments of Section 3. 

A direct consequence of (1.12) is that the stress power can be given the 
form 

(A-I.1) ll(~)(t?) = I T . D ,  
It 

with the stretching tensor D defmed to be the symmetric part of the velocity gradi- 
ent: D = symgradv. For hyperelastic solids, the stress power equals the rate of 
change of the energy stored in a body part: 

H(8) (2) = (.J a(F))" ; 

for Newtonian fluids, the stress power equals the mechanical dissipation: 

H(~)(tD = ~ #D. D >I O . 
st 

Guided by these two well-known examples, for purely mechanical theories of Cauchy 
continua one is driven to define the dissipation in a body part in motion as the stress 
power minus the rate of change of an internal potential to be constitutively 
specified: 

(A-1.2) A(~)  := H(8)($)  _ r  

and to assume that 

(A-1.3) A(~) t> 0, 

(is) Perfect materials obtain from the materials studied by COLEMAN and NOLL [1963] when 
heat conduction and viscosity are ignored. 
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or rather,  that  the following dissipation inequality holds: 

(A-1.4) ~b($) ~< ~ T . D ,  5"c~.  
$t 

One then requires, in the manner of COLEMAN and NOLL [1963], that  the constitutive 
choices for the internal potential density ~ and the Cauchy stress T be consistent with 
the Second Law (A-1.4) for all admissible processes. In particular, this requirement 
implies that  q~ must  not depend on the acceleration ~), or any other time derivative of 
the velocity. 

For  (A-1.4) to agree with the basic dissipation inequality associated with the 
names of Clausius and Duhem, interpretation of ~ must be provided in the light of a 
parent  thermomechanical theory. Success is guaranteed if r is interpreted either as 
the restriction of the specific internal energy to the strongly isentropic process class 
or as the restriction of the specific free energy to the isothermal process 
class (19). 

Be it viewed as (a purely mechanical manifestation of) internal energy or as free 
energy, the internal potential is separate and distinct from kinetic energy. However, 
paralleling the procedure of Section 3, one might wish to introduce as primitive, in the 
place of an internal potential, a notion of total potential of a body part, with kinetic 
energy lumped into it. Accordingly, the internal power would be defined as the rate of 

(19) A process is called strongly isentropic when the temperature gradient g = grad O and 
the entropy rate/] are identically zero in space and time; isothermal when the temperature rate 
O is identically zero in space and time. Note that, since O = at O + grad O.v, the notion of iso- 
thermal process is G-invariant if and only if both 9t O and grad O vanish identically. Note also that 
inequality (A-1.4) has the local version 

~< T . f ' ,  r = (detF)0,  T = (detF)TF -T, 

where ~ is the referential density of the internal potential and T is the referential stress of 
Piola; and that the Clausius-Duhem inequality may be written as follows (cf. TRUESDELL 1984, 
Lecture 2): 

1 5>1 - - ~ h ' g ,  

where h is the heat flux vector and the internal dissipation 6 = (detF)6 has the alternative 
expressions 

= o~ + (~ .$  - ~), 

in terms of the internal energy ~ = (detF)~, and 

= _ ~o  + (~. F - ~),  

in terms of the free energy ~ = ~ - O~. 
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change of the total potential plus the inertial power, and the corresponding version of 
the Second Law (A-1.4) would be: 

(A-1.5) A(:~)< fT.D, 
~t 

A splitting theorem completely analogous to the one in Section 3 would then yield the 
resolution of the total potential into internal and kinetic parts, and reduce (A-1.5) to 
nothing but (A-1.4) itself. 

A-2. The inertial balance law. 

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the implications of using a relation of 
type (I.6) as a guidance toward consistent choices of expressions for kinetic energy 
and inertial force. Once again I shall take the Cauchy constitutive class as a concrete 
example. 

INERTIAL BALANCE LAW. - There is an extensive quantity 

K(~) = K ,  

$t 

allusively called the kinetic energy of the body part P, such that: 

(A-2.1) /~(~) + H (~) ($) = 0, $ r ~ .  

Relation (A-2.1) reduces to a kinematical identity if mass is conserved and one ac- 
cepts both ~ = (1 /2)~v 'v  and b (i~) = - e ~  (cf. (2.4))(20); otherwise, postulating (A-2.1) 
has a remarkable predictive value. 

MASS AND KINETIC ENERGY THEOREM. - Let the Inertia Postulate hold. Then, the 
following two statements are equivalent: 

(i) the Inertial Balance Law holds; 

(ii) there is a symmetric tensor M, called the mass tensor, that is independent 

(20) Vid., e.g., formula (I.14-1) of[TRUESDELL 1991] for the working (my expended power); in 
my present notation, that formula reads 

f/(~) =//(~i)(~) _ R(~), ~c  ~,  

so that (A-2.1) easily follows, on recalling that 

I I ( $ )  -~ 1"~ (hi) (~P) + ['1 (in) ( $ ) .  
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of (0, v) and obeys the conservation law 

(A-2�9 ((detF)M)" = 0; 

moreover, the D'Alembert part of the inertial force and the rate of change of the kinet- 
ic energy density have the following expressions in terms of the mass tensor: 

(A-2.3) bo (0) = - M~), 

. 

PROOF. - To prove the only nontrivial implication, assume that the inertial balance 
law hold, and write it in the referential, local form 

(A-2.5) K+ bo'v = 0, ~ :=  (detF)K,  

Since 

bo := (detF) bo. 

~= ~o(O,v)O +~v(O, v).~, 

and since b can be chosen arbitrarily, one has from (A-2.5)1 that ~ is independent of 0. 
But then (A-2.5)1 takes the form 

~:v(V)'iJ + -bo(O)'v = O, 

for all (0, v), and hence 

~ (v) ~ + b0 (0) = 0 

for all (0, v). Thus, there is a symmetric tensor M, independent of both 0 and v, such 
that 

~ (v) = M.  

If one sets 

the desired conclusion follows�9 

M = ( d e t F ) M ,  

In this theorem, stipulation of the Inertial Balance Law replaces for assuming G- 
invariance of the internal power in the Energy Splitting Theorem; much of the re- 
sults of the latter theorem are recovered, apart for the energy splitting itself, that is 
here presumed from the beginning. 

Note, in closing, that, for a balanced system of forces, the Inertial Balance Law is 
equivalent to the following relation: 

(A-2.6) /~(~) + H(~)(~) =//(~i) ($), ~ r 03. 
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As a typical motivation for postulating that  the energy consists of internal and kineti- 
cal contributions, one may use (A-2.6) and (A-1.2) to show that  

( r  + K(v))" ~< 0, ~ c ~ ,  

whenever the noninertial power expended on a body in motion is null. In this way, the 
construct  (~b($) + K(80) is made to emerge and, in addition, its value is shown not to 
increase during an unforced motion, a p roper ty  that  somehow justifies the name of 
(total) energy for it. 
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